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Abstract. A new approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) algorithm for Bayesian updating of
model parameters is proposed in this paper, which combines the ABC principles with the technique of
subset simulation for eﬃcient rare-event simulation, ﬁrst developed in S. K. Au and J. L. Beck [Prob-
abilistic Engrg. Mech., 16 (2001), pp. 263–277]. It has been named ABC-SubSim. The idea is to
choose the nested decreasing sequence of regions in subset simulation as the regions that correspond
to increasingly closer approximations of the actual data vector in observation space. The eﬃciency
of the algorithm is demonstrated in two examples that illustrate some of the challenges faced in real-
world applications of ABC. We show that the proposed algorithm outperforms other recent sequential
ABC algorithms in terms of computational eﬃciency while achieving the same, or better, measure of
accuracy in the posterior distribution. We also show that ABC-SubSim readily provides an estimate
of the evidence (marginal likelihood) for posterior model class assessment, as a by-product.
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1. Introduction. The main goal of Bayesian statistics is to update a priori
information about the parameter of interest θ ∈ Θ ⊂ Rd for a parameterized model
class M, based on the information contained in a set of data which we express as a
vector y ∈ D ⊂ R, where D is the observation space, the region in R of all possible
observational outcomes according to the model class. As a part of the model class
M, we choose a prior probability density function (PDF) p(θ|M) over the parameter
space and we also derive p(y|θ,M), the likelihood function of θ, from the stochastic
forward model p(x|θ,M) of the model class M [6]. Bayes’ theorem then yields the
posterior PDF p(θ|y,M) of the model speciﬁed by θ as follows:
(1.1) p(θ|y,M) = p(θ|M)p(y|θ,M)∫
Θ
p(θ|M)p(y|θ,M)dθ ∝ p(θ|M)p(y|θ,M).
However, evaluation of the normalizing integral in the denominator is usually in-
tractable except in some special cases. Also, there are situations where Bayesian
analysis is conducted with a likelihood function that is not completely known or is
diﬃcult to obtain, perhaps because it requires the evaluation of an intractable multi-
dimensional integral over a latent vector, such as in hidden Markov models or dynamic
state-space models, or because the normalization in the likelihood over the observa-
tion space D involves an intractable integral parameterized by θ [22]. Approximate
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A1340 M.CHIACHIO, J. L. BECK, J.CHIACHIO, AND G.RUS
Bayesian computation (ABC) algorithms were conceived with the aim of evaluat-
ing the posterior density in those cases where the likelihood function is intractable
[33, 26], although it also avoids the problem of the intractable integral in (1.1). In
the literature, these classes of algorithms are also called likelihood-free computation
algorithms, which refers to their main aim of circumventing the explicit evaluation of
the likelihood by using a simulation-based approach. In this introductory section, we
brieﬂy summarize the body of ABC literature with a brief description of the main
concepts and algorithms that we will need in the subsequent sections.
Let x ∈ D ⊂ R denote a simulated dataset from p(·|θ,M), the forward model
of model class M. An ABC algorithm aims at evaluating the posterior p(θ|y,M) ∝
p(y|θ,M)p(θ|M) by applying Bayes’ theorem to the pair (θ, x):
(1.2) p(θ, x|y) ∝ p(y|x, θ)p(x|θ)p(θ).
In the last equation, the conditioning on model class M has been omitted for clarity,
given that the theory is valid for any speciﬁc model class. The function p(y|x, θ)
gives higher weights for the posterior in those regions where x is close to y. The
basic form of the algorithm to sample from the posterior given by (1.2) is a rejection
algorithm that consists of generating jointly θ ∼ p(θ) and x ∼ p(x|θ) and accepting
them conditional on fulﬁlling the equality x = y. Of course, obtaining sample x = y is
unlikely in most applications, and it is only feasible if D consists of a ﬁnite set of values
rather than a region in R. Hence two main approximations have been conceived in
ABC theory to address this diﬃculty [24]: (a) replace the equality x = y by the
approximation x ≈ y and introduce a tolerance parameter  that accounts for how
close they are through some type of metric ρ, and (b) introduce a low-dimensional
vector of summary statistics η(·) that permits a comparison of the closeness of x
and y in a weak manner. Through this approach, the posterior p(θ, x|y) in (1.2) is
approximated by p(θ, x|y), which assigns higher probability density to those values
of (θ, x) ∈ Θ×D that satisfy the condition ρ(η(x), η(y))  .
The standard version of the ABC algorithm takes the approximate likelihood1
P(y|θ, x) = P (x ∈ N(y)|x), where N(y) = {x ∈ D : ρ(η(x), η(y))  }. From
Bayes’ theorem, the approximate posterior p(θ, x|y) = p(θ, x|x ∈ N(y)) is given by
(1.3) p(θ, x|y) ∝ P (x ∈ N(y)|x)p(x|θ)p(θ),
where P (x ∈ N(y)|x) = IN(y) (x), an indicator function for the set N(y) that assigns
a value of 1 when ρ(η(x), η(y))   and 0 otherwise. So the output of the ABC
algorithm corresponds to samples from the joint PDF,
(1.4) p(θ, x|y) ∝ p(x|θ)p(θ)IN(y) (x),
with ultimate interest typically being in the marginal approximate posterior:
(1.5) p(θ|y) ∝ p(θ)
∫
D
p(x|θ)IN(y) (x)dx = P (x ∈ N(y)|θ)p(θ).
This integration need not be done explicitly since samples from this marginal PDF
are obtained by taking the θ component of samples from the joint PDF in (1.4) [27].
Notice that the quality of the posterior approximation in (1.4) and (1.5) depends
on a suitable selection of the metric ρ, the tolerance parameter , and, of special
importance, the summary statistic η(·) [14]. A pseudocode to generate N samples by
the standard version of ABC algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
1In what follows, we use P (·) to denote probability whereas a PDF is expressed as p(·).
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Algorithm 1. Standard ABC.
for n = 1 to N do
repeat
1. Simulate θ′ from p(θ)
2. Generate x′ ∼ p(x|θ′)
until ρ
(
η(x′), η(y)
)
 
Accept (θ′, x′)
end for
The choice of tolerance parameter  is basically a matter of the amount of compu-
tational eﬀort that the user wishes to expend, but a possible guiding principle is de-
scribed later at the end of section 3.1.2. For  suﬃciently small ( → 0), η(x) → η(y),
and so all accepted samples corresponding to (1.5) come from the closest approxima-
tion to the required posterior density p(θ|y), where the exactness is achieved when
η(·) is a suﬃcient statistic. This desirable fact is at the expense of a high computa-
tional eﬀort (usually prohibitive) to get η(x) = η(y) under the model p(x|θ). On the
contrary, as  → ∞, all accepted observations come from the prior. So, the choice of
 reﬂects a trade-oﬀ between computability and accuracy.
Several computational improvements have been proposed addressing this trade-
oﬀ. In those cases where the probability content of the posterior is concentrated over
a small region in relation to a diﬀuse prior, the use of Markov chain Monte Carlo
methods (MCMC) [17, 25, 16] has been demonstrated to be eﬃcient [24]. In fact, the
use of a proposal PDF q(·|·) over the parameter space allows a new parameter to be
proposed based on a previously accepted one, targeting the stationary distribution
p(θ|y). The resulting algorithm, commonly called ABC-MCMC, is similar to the
standard one (Algorithm 1) with the main exception being the acceptance probability,
which in this case is inﬂuenced by the MCMC acceptance probability as follows.
Algorithm 2. ABC-MCMC.
1. Initialize (θ(0), x(0)) from p(θ, x|y), e.g., use Algorithm 1.
for n = 1 to N do
2. Generate θ′ ∼ q(θ|θ(n−1)) and x′ ∼ p(x|θ′)
3. Accept (θ′, x′) as (θ(n), x(n)) with probability:
α = min
{
1, P(y|x
′,θ′)p(θ′)q(θ(n−1)|θ′)
P(y|x(n−1),θ(n−1))p(θ(n−1))q(θ′|θ(n−1))
}
else set (θ(n), x(n)) = (θ(n−1), x(n−1))
end for
When P(y|x, θ) = IN(y) (x), as in our case, the acceptance probability α is de-
composed into the product of the MCMC acceptance probability and the indicator
function:
(1.6) α = min
{
1,
p(θ′)q(θ(n−1)|θ′)
p(θ(n−1))q(θ′|θ(n−1))
}
IN(y) (x
′).
In this case, step 3 is performed only if x′ ∈ N(y). The eﬃciency of this algorithm is
improved with respect to the standard ABC algorithm, but (1.6) clearly shows that
the dependence upon  in the indicator function may lead to an ineﬃcient algorithm
for a good approximation of the true posterior. In fact, given that α can only be
nonzero if the event ρ(η(x
′
), η(y))   occurs, the chain may persist in distributional
tails for long periods of time if  is suﬃciently small, due to the acceptance probability
being zero in step 3 of Algorithm 2.
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Table 1
Bibliography synoptic table about ABC with sequential algorithms. Papers ordered by increasing
date of publication. PRC: partial rejection control, SMC: sequential Monte Carlo, PT: parallel
tempering, PMC: population Monte Carlo.
Paper Algorithm Year Notes
Sisson, Fan, and Tanaka [31] ABC-PRC 2007 Requires forward and a back-
ward kernels to perturb the
particles. Uses an SMC sam-
pler. Induces bias.
Toni et al. [34] ABC-SMC 2009 Does not require resampling
steps in [31]. Based on sequen-
tial importance sampling. In-
duces bias.
Sisson, Fan, and Tanaka [32] ABC-PRC 2009 This version incorporates an
improved weight updating
function. Outperforms original
in [31].
Beaumont et al. [5] ABC-PMC 2009 Does not require a backward
kernel as in the preceding
works [31, 32].
Baragatti, Grimaud, and Pommeret [4] ABC-PT 2011 Based on MCMC with ex-
change moves between chains.
Capacity to exit from distribu-
tion tails.
Drovandi and Pettitt [13] Adaptive ABC-SMC 2011 Outperforms original in [34].
Automatic determination of
the tolerance sequence j , j =
{1, . . . ,m} and the proposal
distribution of the MCMC ker-
nel.
Del Moral, Doucet, and Jasra [11] Adaptive ABC-SMC 2012 More eﬃcient than ABC-SMC
[34, 13]. Automatic determina-
tion of the tolerance sequence
j , j = {1, . . . , m}.
Some modiﬁcations to the ABC-MCMC scheme have been proposed [8] that pro-
vide a moderate improvement in the simulation eﬃciency. See [30] for a complete
tutorial about ABC-MCMC. More recently, to overcome this drawback associated
with ABC-MCMC, a branch of computational techniques have emerged to obtain high
accuracy ( → 0) with a feasible computational burden by combining sequential sam-
pling algorithms [10] adapted for ABC. These techniques share a common principle of
achieving computational eﬃciency by learning about intermediate target distributions
determined by a decreasing sequence of tolerance levels 1 > 2 > · · · > m = , where
the last is the desired tolerance . Table 1 lists the main contributions to the literature
on this topic. However, more research is needed to perform posterior simulations in
a more eﬃcient manner.
In this paper we introduce a new sequential algorithm, called ABC based on subset
simulation (ABC-SubSim), which combines the ABC principle with the technique of
subset simulation [1, 2, 3] to achieve computational eﬃciency in a sequential way.
The main idea is to link an ABC algorithm with a highly eﬃcient rare-event sampler
that draws conditional samples from a nested sequence of subdomains deﬁned in an
adaptive and automatic manner. ABC-SubSim can utilize many of the improvements
proposed in the recent ABC literature because of the fact that the algorithm is focused
on the core simulation engine.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the theory underlying sub-
set simulation, and then the ABC-SubSim algorithm is introduced in section 3. The
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ABC-SUBSIM ALGORITHM A1343
eﬃciency of ABC-SubSim is illustrated in section 4 with two examples of dynamical
models with synthetic data. In section 5, the performance of the algorithm is com-
pared with some others in the recent ABC literature and the use of ABC-SubSim for
posterior model class assessment is discussed. Section 6 provides concluding remarks.
2. Subset simulation method. Subset simulation is a simulation approach
originally proposed to compute small failure probabilities encountered in reliability
analysis of engineering systems (e.g., [1, 2, 9]). Strictly speaking, it is a method
for eﬃciently generating conditional samples that correspond to speciﬁed levels of
a performance function g : Rd → R in a progressive manner, converting a problem
involving rare-event simulation into a sequence of problems involving more frequent
events.
Let F be the failure region in the z-space, z ∈ Z ⊂ Rd, corresponding to ex-
ceedance of the performance function above some speciﬁed threshold level b:
(2.1) F = {z ∈ Z : g(z) > b}.
For simpler notation, we use P (F ) ≡ P (z ∈ F ). Let us now assume that F is deﬁned
as the intersection of m regions F =
⋂m
j=1 Fj , such that they are arranged as a nested
sequence F1 ⊃ F2 · · · ⊃ Fm−1 ⊃ Fm = F , where Fj = {z ∈ Z : g(z) > bj} with
bj+1 > bj , such that p(z|Fj) ∝ p(z)IFj (z), j = 1, . . . ,m. The term p(z) denotes
the probability model for z. When the event Fj holds, {Fj−1, . . . , F1} also hold, and
hence P (Fj |Fj−1, . . . , F1) = P (Fj |Fj−1), so it follows that
(2.2) P (F ) = P
⎛
⎝ m⋂
j=1
Fj
⎞
⎠ = P (F1) m∏
j=2
P (Fj |Fj−1),
where P (Fj |Fj−1) ≡ P (z ∈ Fj |z ∈ Fj−1) is the conditional failure probability at
the (j − 1)th conditional level. Notice that although the probability P (F ) can be
relatively small, by choosing the intermediate regions appropriately, the conditional
probabilities involved in (2.2) can be made large, thus avoiding simulation of rare
events.
In the last equation, apart from P (F1), the remaining factors cannot be eﬃciently
estimated by the standard Monte Carlo method because of the conditional sampling
involved, especially at higher intermediate levels. Therefore, in subset simulation,
only the ﬁrst probability P (F1) is estimated by the standard Monte Carlo method:
(2.3) P (F1) ≈ P¯1 = 1
N
N∑
n=1
IF1(z
(n)
0 ) , z
(n)
0
i.i.d.∼ p(z0).
When j  2, sampling from the PDF p(zj−1|Fj−1) can be achieved by using MCMC
at the expense of generating N dependent samples, giving
(2.4) P (Fj |Fj−1) ≈ P¯j = 1
N
N∑
n=1
IFj (z
(n)
j−1) , z
(n)
j−1 ∼ p(zj−1|Fj−1),
where IFj (z
(n)
j−1) is the indicator function for the region Fj , j = 1, . . . ,m, that assigns
a value of 1 when g(z
(n)
j−1) > bj, and 0 otherwise.
Observe that the Markov chain samples that are generated at the (j − 1)th level
which lie in Fj are distributed as p(z|Fj) and thus they provide “seeds” for simulating
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more samples according to p(z|Fj) by using MCMC sampling with no burn-in required.
As described further below, Fj is actually chosen adaptively based on the samples
{z(n)j−1, n = 1, . . . , N} from p(z|Fj−1) in such a way that there are exactly NP0 of
these seed samples in Fj (so P¯j = P0 in (2.4)). Then a further (1/P0 − 1) samples are
generated from p(z|Fj) by MCMC starting at each seed, giving a total of N samples
in Fj . Repeating this process, we can compute the conditional probabilities of the
higher conditional levels until the ﬁnal region Fm = F has been reached.
To draw samples from the target PDF p(z|Fj) using the Metropolis algorithm, a
suitable proposal PDF must be chosen. In the original version of subset simulation
[1], a modiﬁed Metropolis algorithm (MMA) was proposed that works well even in
very high dimensions (e.g., 103-104), because the original algorithm fails in this case.
(Essentially all candidate samples from the proposal PDF are rejected; see the anal-
ysis in [1].) In MMA, a univariate proposal PDF is chosen for each component of the
parameter vector and each component candidate is accepted or rejected separately,
instead of drawing a full parameter vector candidate from a multidimensional PDF
as in the original algorithm. Later in [2], grouping of the parameters was considered
when constructing a proposal PDF to allow for the case where small groups of com-
ponents in the parameter vector are highly correlated when conditioned on any Fj .
An appropriate choice for the proposal PDF for ABC-SubSim is introduced in the
next section.
It is important to remark that in subset simulation, an inadequate choice of the
bj-sequence may lead to the conditional probability P (Fj |Fj−1) being very small (if
the diﬀerence bj−bj−1 is too large), which will lead to a rare-event simulation problem.
If, on the contrary, the intermediate threshold values were chosen too close so that
the conditional failure probabilities were very high, the algorithm would take a large
total number of simulation levelsm (and hence large computational eﬀort) to progress
to the target region of interest, F . A rational choice that strikes a balance between
these two extremes is to choose the bj-sequence adaptively [1], so that the estimated
conditional probabilities are equal to a ﬁxed value P0 (e.g., P0 = 0.2). For convenience,
P0 is chosen so that NP0 and 1/P0 are positive integers. For a speciﬁed value of P0,
the intermediate threshold value bj deﬁning Fj is obtained in an automated manner
as the [(1 − P0)N ]th largest value among the values g(z(n)j−1), n = 1, . . . , N , so that
the sample estimate of P (Fj |Fj−1) in (2.4) is equal to P0.
3. Subset simulation for ABC. Here we exploit subset simulation as an eﬃ-
cient sampler for the inference of rare events by just specializing the subset simulation
method described in section 2 to ABC. To this end, let us deﬁne z as z = (θ, x) ∈
Z = Θ × D ⊂ Rd+, so that p(z) = p(x|θ)p(θ). Let also Fj in section 2 be replaced
by a nested sequence of regions Dj , j = 1 . . . ,m, in Z deﬁned by
(3.1) Dj =
{
z ∈ Z : x ∈ Nj (y)
}
≡
{
(θ, x) : ρ
(
η(x), η(y)
)
 j
}
with Dj ⊂ Θ×D and ρ a metric on the set {η(x) : x ∈ D}. The sequence of tolerances
1, 2, . . . , m with j+1 < j will be chosen adaptively as described in section 2, where
the number of levels m is chosen so that m  , a speciﬁed tolerance.
As stated by (1.4), an ABC algorithm aims at evaluating the sequence of inter-
mediate posteriors p(θ, x|Dj), j = 1, . . . ,m, where by Bayes’ theorem
(3.2) p(θ, x|Dj) = P (Dj |θ, x)p(x|θ)p(θ)
P (Dj)
∝ IDj (θ, x)p(x|θ)p(θ).
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Here, IDj (θ, x) is the indicator function for the set Dj . Notice that when  → 0,
Dm represents a small closed region in Z and hence P (Dm) will be very small under
the model p(θ, x) = p(x|θ)p(θ). In this situation, using MCMC sampling directly is
not eﬃcient due to diﬃculties in initializing the chain and in achieving convergence
to the stationary distribution, as was described in section 1 for ABC-MCMC. This
is the point at which we exploit the eﬃciency of subset simulation for ABC, given
that such a small probability P (Dm) is converted into a sequence of larger conditional
probabilities, as stated in (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4).
3.1. The ABC-SubSim algorithm. Algorithm 3 provides a pseudocode im-
plementation of ABC-SubSim that is intended to be suﬃcient for most situations.
The algorithm is implemented such that a maximum allowable number of simulation
levels (m) is considered in case the speciﬁed  is too small. The choice of  is discussed
at the end of section 3.1.2.
Algorithm 3. Pseudocode implementation for ABC-SubSim.
Inputs:
P0 ∈ [0, 1] {gives percentile selection, chosen so NP0, 1/P0 ∈ Z+; P0 = 0.2 is recom-
mended}.
N, {number of samples per intermediate level};m, {maximum number of simulation
levels allowed}
Algorithm:
Sample
[(
θ
(1)
0 , x
(1)
0
)
, . . . ,
(
θ
(n)
0 , x
(n)
0
)
, . . . ,
(
θ
(N)
0 , x
(N)
0
)]
, where (θ, x) ∼ p(θ)p(x|θ)
for j : 1, . . . ,m do
for n : 1, . . . , N do
Evaluate ρ
(n)
j = ρ
(
η(x
(n)
j−1), η(y)
)
end for
Renumber
[(
θ
(n)
j−1, x
(n)
j−1
)
, n : 1, . . . , N
]
so that ρ
(1)
j  ρ
(2)
j  · · · ρ(N)j
Fix j =
1
2
(
ρ
(NP0)
j + ρ
(NP0+1)
j
)
for k = 1, . . . , NP0 do
Select as a seed
(
θ
(k),1
j , x
(k),1
j
)
=
(
θ
(k)
j−1, x
(k)
j−1
) ∼ p(θ, x|(θ, x) ∈ Dj)
Run MMA [1] to generate 1/P0 states of a Markov chain lying in Dj (3.1):[(
θ
(k),1
j , x
(k),1
j
)
, . . . ,
(
θ
(k),1/P0
j , x
(k),1/P0
j
)]
end for
Renumber
[
(θ
(k),i
j , x
(k),i
j ) : k = 1, . . . , NP0; i = 1, . . . , 1/P0
]
as[
(θ
(1)
j , x
(1)
j ), . . . , (θ
(N)
j , x
(N)
j )
]
if j   then
End algorithm
end if
end for
3.1.1. Choice of intermediate tolerance levels. In Algorithm 3, the j
values are chosen adaptively as in subset simulation [1], so that the sample esti-
mate P¯j of P (Dj |Dj−1) satisﬁes P¯j = P0. By this way, the intermediate toler-
ance value j can be simply obtained as the 100P0 percentile of the set of distances
ρ(η(x
(n)
j−1), η(y)), n = 1, . . . , N , arranged in increasing order. Additionally, for conve-
nience of implementation, we choose P0 such that NP0 and 1/P0 are integers, and so
the size of the subset of samples generated in Dj−1 that lie in Dj is known in advance
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and equal to NP0. These NP0 samples in Dj are used as seeds for NP0 Markov chains
of length 1/P0, where the new (1/P0 − 1) samples in Dj in each chain are generated by
MMA [1]. Hence the total number of samples of (θ, x) lying in Dj is N , but NP0 of
them were generated at the (j − 1)th level. Because of the way the seeds are chosen,
ABC-SubSim exhibits the beneﬁts of perfect sampling [37, 27], which is an important
feature to avoid wasting samples during a burn-in period, in contrast to ABC-MCMC.
3.1.2. Choosing ABC-SubSim control parameters. The important control
parameters to be chosen in Algorithm 3 are P0 and σ
2
j , the variance in the Gaussian
proposal PDF in MMA at the jth level. In this section we make recommendations
for the choice of these control parameters.
In the literature, the optimal variance of a local proposal PDF for an MCMC
sampler has been studied due to its signiﬁcant impact on the speed of convergence
of the algorithm [15, 29]. ABC-SubSim has the novelty of incorporating the subset
simulation procedure in the ABC algorithm, so we use the same optimal adaptive
scaling strategy as in subset simulation. To avoid duplicating the literature for this
technique but to confer a suﬃcient conceptual framework, the method for the optimal
choice of the σ2j is presented in a brief way. The reader is referred to the recent work
of [37], where optimal scaling is addressed for subset simulation and a brief historical
overview is also given on the topic.
Suppose that the reason for wanting to generate posterior samples is that we wish
to calculate the posterior expectation of a quantity of interest which is a function
h : θ ∈ Θ → R. We consider the estimate of its expectation with respect to the
samples generated in each of the jth levels:
(3.3) h¯j = Ep(θ|Dj) [h(θ)] ≈
1
N
N∑
n=1
h(θ
(n)
j ),
where θ
(n)
j , n = 1, . . . , N are dependent samples drawn from Nc Markov chains gener-
ated at the jth conditional level. An expression for the variance of the estimator can
be written as follows [1]:
(3.4) Var(h¯j) =
R
(0)
j
N
(1 + γj)
with
(3.5) γj = 2
Ns−1∑
τ=1
(
Ns − τ
Ns
)
R
(τ)
j
R
(0)
j
.
In the last equation, Ns = 1/P0 is the length of each of the Markov chains, which
are considered probabilistically equivalent [1]. The term R
(τ)
j is the autocovariance
of h(θ) at lag τ , R
(τ)
j = E[h(θ
(1)
j )h(θ
(τ+1)
j )] − h¯2j , which can be estimated using the
Markov chain samples
{
θ
(k),i
j : k = 1, . . . , Nc; i = 1, . . . , Ns
}
as2
(3.6) R
(τ)
j ≈ R˜(τ)j =
[
1
N − τNc
Nc∑
k=1
Ns−τ∑
i=1
h(θ
(k),i
j )h(θ
(k),τ+i
j )
]
− h¯2j ,
where Nc = NP0, so that N = NcNs.
2It is assumed for simplicity in the analysis that the samples generated by the diﬀerent Nc chains
are uncorrelated under the performance function h, although the samples are actually dependent
because the seeds may be correlated. See further details in [1, section 6.2].
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Given that the eﬃciency of the estimator h¯j is reduced when γj is high, the opti-
mal proposal variance σ2j for simulation level jth is chosen adaptively by minimizing
γj . This conﬁguration typically gives an acceptance rate α¯ for each simulation level
in the range of 0.2–0.4 [37]. This is supported by the numerical experiments per-
formed with the examples in the next section, which leads to our recommendation for
ABC-SubSim: Adaptively choose the variance σ2j of the jth intermediate level so that
the monitored acceptance rate α¯ ∈ [0.2, 0.4] based on an initial chain sample of small
length (e.g., 10 states).
The choice of the conditional probability P0 has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the
number of intermediate simulation levels required by the algorithm. The higher P0
is, the higher the number of simulation levels employed by the algorithm to reach
the speciﬁed tolerance  for a ﬁxed number of model evaluations (N) per simulation
level. This necessarily increases the computational cost of the algorithm. At the same
time, the smaller P0 is, the lower the quality of the posterior approximation, that is,
the larger the values of γj in (3.4). The choice of P0 therefore requires a trade-oﬀ
between computational eﬃciency and eﬃcacy, in the sense of quality of the ABC
posterior approximation.
To examine this fact, let us take a ﬁxed total number of samples, i.e., NT = mN ,
where m is the number of levels required to reach the target tolerance value , a
tolerance for which R
(0)
m ≈ Var [h(θ)]. The value of m depends on the choice of P0.
We can choose P0 in an optimal way by minimizing the variance of the estimator h¯m
for the last simulation level:
(3.7) Var(h¯m) =
R
(0)
m
NT/m
(1 + γm) ∝ m(1 + γm).
Notice that γm also depends upon P0, although it is not explicitly denoted, as we will
show later in section 4 (Figure 2). In the original presentation of subset simulation in
[1], P0 = 0.1 was recommended, and more recently in [37], the range 0.1  P0  0.3
was found to be near optimal after a rigorous sensitivity study of subset simulation,
although the optimality there is related to the coeﬃcient of variation of the failure
probability estimate. The value P0 = 0.2 for ABC-SubSim is also supported by
the numerical experiments performed with the examples in the next section, where
we minimize the variance in (3.7) as a function of P0, which leads to the following
recommendation: For ABC-SubSim, set the conditional probability P0 = 0.2.
Finally, it is important to remark that an appropriate ﬁnal tolerance  may be
diﬃcult to specify a priori. For these cases, one recommendation is to select  adap-
tively so that the posterior samples give a stable estimate h¯m of Ep(θ|Dm) [h(θ)] (3.3),
i.e., a further reduction in  does not change h¯m signiﬁcantly.
3.2. Evidence computation by means of ABC-SubSim. In a modeling
framework, diﬀerent model classes can be formulated and hypothesized to idealize
the experimental system, and each of them can be used to solve the probabilistic
inverse problem in (1.1). If the modeler chooses a set of candidate model classes M =
{Mk, k = 1, . . . , NM}, Bayesianmodel class assessment is a rigorous procedure to rank
each candidate model class based on their probabilities conditional on data y [21, 7],
(3.8) P (Mk|y,M) = p(y|Mk)P (Mk|M)∑NM
i=1
p(y|Mi)P (Mi|M)
,
where P (Mk|M) is the prior probability of each Mk, that expresses the modeler’s
judgement on the initial relative plausibility of Mk within M. The factor p(y|Mk),
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which is called the evidence (or marginal likelihood) for the model class, expresses how
likely the data y are according to the model class. The evidence p(y|Mk) is equal
to the normalizing constant in establishing the posterior PDF in (1.1) for the model
class:3 p(y|Mk) =
∫
Θ p(y|θ,Mk)p(θ|Mk)dθ.
When the likelihood is not available, the evidence p(y|Mk) is approximated using
ABC by P(y|Mk), which depends upon , the summary statistic η(·) as well as the
chosen metric ρ [28]. In terms of the notation in (3.1), the ABC evidence can be
expressed as
(3.9) P(y|Mk) = P (Dm|Mk) =
∫
Θ
P (Dm|θ, x,Mk)p(x|θ,Mk)p(θ|Mk)dθdx.
The evaluation of the last integral is the computationally expensive step in Bayesian
model selection, especially when  → 0 [22]. Observe that P(y|Mk) in (3.9) is
expressed as a mathematical expectation that can be readily estimated as follows:
(3.10) P(y|Mk) ≈ 1
N
N∑
n=1
IDm
(
θ(n), x(n)
)
,
where (θ(n), x(n)) ∼ p(x|θ,Mk)p(θ|Mk) are samples that can be drawn using the
standard ABC algorithm (Algorithm 1), which in this setting is equivalent to the
standard Monte Carlo method for evaluating integrals. The main drawback of this
method arises when employing  → 0, due to the well-known ineﬃciency of the stan-
dard ABC algorithm. Moreover, the quality of the approximation in (3.10) may be
poor in this situation unless a huge amount of samples are employed because other-
wise the Monte Carlo estimator has a large variance. Hence, several methods have
emerged in the ABC literature to alleviate this diﬃculty, with the main drawback
typically being the computational burden. See [12] for discussion of this topic.
ABC-SubSim algorithm provides a straightforward way to approximate the ABC
evidence P(y|Mk) via the conditional probabilities involved in subset simulation:
(3.11) P(y|Mk) = P (Dm|Mk) = P (D1)
m∏
j=2
P (Dj |Dj−1) ≈ Pm0 .
The last is an estimator for P(y|Mk) which is asymptotically unbiased with bias
O(1/N). See [1, 37] for a detailed study of the quality of the estimators based on
subset simulation where the approximation is studied in the context of the failure
probability estimate (but notice that (3.11) and (2.2) are essentially the same). Of
course, there are also approximation errors due to the ABC approximation that de-
pend on the choice of , η(·) and ρ [28]. Finally, once P(y|Mk) is calculated, it is
substituted for p(y|Mk) in (3.8) to obtain P(Mk|y,M), the ABC estimate of the
model class posterior probability. It is important to remark here that there are well-
known limitations of the ABC approach to the model selection problem, typically
attributable to the absence of sensible summary statistics that work across model
classes, among others [12, 28]. Our objective here is to demonstrate that calculation
of the ABC evidence is a simple by-product of ABC-SubSim, as given in (3.11).
4. Illustrative examples. In this section we illustrate the use of ABC-SubSim
with two examples: (1) a moving average (MA) process of order d = 2, MA(2),
3The model parameter vector θ will, in general, be diﬀerent for diﬀerent model classes Mk.
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previously considered in [22], and (2) a single degree-of-freedom (SDOF) linear os-
cillator subject to white noise excitation, which is an application to a state-space
model. Both examples are input-output type problems, in which we adopt the nota-
tion y = [y1, . . . , yl, . . . , y] for the measured system output sequence of length 
. The
objective of these examples is to illustrate the ability of our algorithm to be able to
sample from the ABC posterior for small values of . In the MA(2) example, we take
for the metric the quadratic distance between the d = 2 ﬁrst autocovariances, as in
[22]:
(4.1) ρ
(
η(x), η(y)
)
=
d∑
q=1
(τy,q − τx,q)2.
In the last equation, the terms τy,q and τx,q are the autocovariances of y and x,
respectively, which are used as summary statistics. They are obtained as τy,q =∑
k=q+1 ykyk−q and τx,q =
∑
k=q+1 xkxk−q , respectively. The Euclidean distance of
x from y is considered as the metric for the oscillator example:
(4.2) ρ(x, y) =
[
∑
l=1
(yl − xl)2
]1/2
.
To evaluate the quality of the posterior, we study the variance of the mean estimator
of a quantity of interest h : θ ∈ Θ → R, deﬁned as follows (see section 3.1.2):
(4.3) h(θ) =
d∑
i=1
(
θi
)2
= ‖θ‖22.
4.1. Example 1: MAmodel. Consider a MA(2) stochastic process with xl, l =
1, . . . , 
, the stochastic variable deﬁned by
(4.4) xl = el +
d∑
i=1
θiel−i
with d = 2, 
 = 100 or 1000. In the last equation, e is an independently and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence of standard Gaussian distributions N (0, 1): e =
[e−d+1, . . . , e0, e1 . . . el, . . . , e] and x = [x1, . . . , xl, . . . , x]. To avoid unnecessary dif-
ﬁculties, a standard identiﬁability condition is imposed on this model [22], namely,
that the roots of the polynomial D(ξ) = 1−∑di=1 θiξi are outside the unit circle in the
complex plane. In our case of d = 2, this condition is fulﬁlled when the region Θ is
deﬁned as all (θ1, θ2) that satisfy
−2 < θ1 < 2; θ1 + θ2 > −1; θ1 − θ2 < 1.
The prior is taken as a uniform distribution over Θ.
Note that, in principle, this example does not need ABC methods as the likelihood
is a multidimensional Gaussian with zero mean and a covariance matrix of order 
 that
depends on (θ1, θ2), but its evaluation requires a considerable computational eﬀort
when 
 is large [23]. This example was also used to illustrate the ABC method in [22]
where it was found that the performance is rather poor if the metric is the one in (4.2)
which uses the “raw” data, but ABC gave satisfactory performance when the metric
in (4.1) was used. For comparison with Figure 1 in [22], we also choose the latter here.
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Table 2
Parameter conﬁguration of ABC-SubSim algorithm for the MA(2) and SDOF linear oscillator
examples. The information shown in the ﬁrst and second rows correspond to the MA(2) example
with  = 100 and  = 1000, respectively. The values shown from the fourth to the seventh column
correspond to the optimal values for the proposal standard deviation per simulation level for both
examples.
Model Sample size Cond. probability Proposal std. deviation Sim. levels
(N) (P0) (σ1) (σ2) (σ3) (σ4) (m)
MA(2) ( = 100) 1000(∗) 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 −− 3
MA(2) ( = 1000) 1000(∗) 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.04 4
Oscillator 2000(∗) 0.2 0.35 0.1 0.05 0.001 4
(*): per simulation level
−2 −1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2
−1
−0.75
−0.5
−0.25
0
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
1
2θ
θ
(a)  = 100
−2 −1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2
−1
−0.75
−0.5
−0.25
0
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
1
2θ
θ
(b)  = 1000
Fig. 1. ABC-SubSim output for the MA(2) model with (a)  = 100 and (b)  = 1000. Each
subplot presents samples (circles) in the model parameter space Θ, where the latest ﬁnal posterior
samples are marked in dark blue circles. The coordinates of the mean estimate of the latest posterior
are represented by the blue dotted line. The green triangles are the coordinates of θtrue. To reveal
the uncertainty reduction, the intermediate posterior samples are superimposed in increasing gray
tones. Gray rings correspond to prior samples.
We use synthetic data for y by generating it from (4.4) considering θtrue =
(0.6, 0.2). The chosen values of the control parameters for ABC-SubSim are shown in
Table 2. The ABC-SubSim results are presented in Figure 1, which shows that the
mean estimate of the “approximate” posterior samples at each level is close to θtrue
for both 
 = 100 and 
 = 1000 cases. Figure 1(a) shows the case 
 = 100 which can be
compared with Figure 1 in [22]. In Figure 1(a), a total of 3000 samples were used to
generate 1000 samples to represent the posterior, whereas in [22], 1,000,000 samples
were used to generate 1000 approximate posterior samples using the standard ABC
algorithm that we called Algorithm 1. The ABC-SubSim posterior samples give a
more compact set that is better aligned with the exact posterior contours given in
Figure 1 of [22]. Figure 1(b) shows that for the case 
 = 1000, ABC-SubSim used
4000 samples to generate 1000 samples representing the much more compact posterior
that corresponds to ten times more data.
A preliminarily sensitivity study was done to corroborate the choice of the al-
gorithm control parameters described in section 3.1.2, and the results are shown in
Figure 2. As described in section 3.1.2, the optimal value of P0 is the one that min-
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imizes m(1 + γm) for ﬁxed tolerance . As an exercise, we consider  = 1.12 · 104
as the ﬁnal tolerance.4 The results in Figure 2 show that P0 = 0.2 is optimal since
then m(1 + γm) = 3(1 + 2.8) = 11.4; whereas for P0 = 0.5 and P0 = 0.1, it is
7(1 + 0.86) = 13.1 and 2(1 + 5.1) = 12.2, respectively. These results are consistent
with those for rare event simulation in [37]. Observe also that the optimal variance
σ2j for the Gaussian proposal PDF at the jth level that minimizes γj occurs when the
acceptance rate α¯j in MMA lies in the range 0.2–0.4, which is also consistent with
that found in [37] (except for the case of very low acceptance rate where the process
is mostly controlled by the noise).
4.2. Example 2: Linear oscillator. Consider the case of a SDOF oscillator
subject to white noise excitation as follows:
(4.5) mξ¨ + cξ˙ + kξ = f(t),
where ξ = ξ(t) ∈ R [m], m [Kg], k [N/m], and c [N · s/m] are the displacement,
mass, stiﬀness, and damping coeﬃcient, respectively. To construct synthetic input,
a discrete-time history of input force f [N ] modeled by Gaussian white noise with
spectral intensity Sf = 0.0048 [N
2 · s] is used. The time step used to generate the
input data is 0.01 [s], which gives an actual value for the variance of the discrete input
force σ2f = 3 [N ] [18, 36].
The probability model that gives the likelihood function of this example is Gaus-
sian, and so it can be written explicitly although its evaluation requires the computa-
tion of a high-dimensional matrix inverse [35]. Repeated evaluations of the likelihood
function for thousands of times in a simulation-based inference process is computa-
tionally prohibitive for large-size datasets. However, it is easy to simulate datasets
from this model after some trivial manipulations of (4.5) [35]. Therefore, this example
is particularly suited for the use of ABC methods.
The mechanical system is assumed to have known mass m = 3 [Kg] and known
input force giving the excitation. For the state-space simulation, denote the state
vector by s(t) = [ξ(t), ξ˙(t)]T . Equation (4.5) can be rewritten in state-space form as
follows:
(4.6) s˙(t) = Acs(t) +Bcf(t),
where Ac ∈ R2×2, Bc ∈ R2×1 are obtained as
Ac =
(
0 1
−m−1k −m−1c
)
, Bc =
(
0
m−1
)
.(4.7)
By approximating the excitation as constant within any interval, i.e., f(lt + τ) =
f(lt) ∀τ ∈ [0,t), (4.6) can be discretized to a diﬀerence equation: ∀l  1,
(4.8) sl = Asl−1 +Bfl−1
with sl ≡ s(lt), fl ≡ f(lt), l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 
, and A and B are matrices given by
A = e(Act)
B = A−1c (A− I2)Bc,(4.9)
4It is unlikely that one or more values from the -sequence obtained using diﬀerent P0 values
coincide exactly. Hence, the nearest value to the ﬁnal tolerance is considered for this exercise.
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(a) P0 = 0.1
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
σ j
α¯
j
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
σ j
γ
j
1 = 3 . 7 7 · 1 0 5
2 = 5 . 5 8 · 1 0 4
3 = 1 . 1 6 · 1 0 4
4 = 2 . 2 5 · 1 0 3
(b) P0 = 0.2
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
σ j
α¯
j
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
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1
σ j
γ
j
1 = 1 . 2 2 · 1 0 6
2 = 5 . 0 2 · 1 0 5
3 = 2 . 1 7 · 1 0 5
4 = 9 . 6 1 · 1 0 4
5 = 4 . 5 7 · 1 0 4
6 = 2 . 2 9 · 1 0 4
7 = 1 . 1 2 · 1 0 4
8 = 5 . 6 2 · 1 0 3
(c) P0 = 0.5
Fig. 2. Sensitivity study of the acceptance rate α¯j and autocorrelation factor γj in relation to
diﬀerent values of the standard deviation σj for the MA(2) model with  = 1000 and for diﬀerent
values of P0 = 0.1(a), 0.2(b), and 0.5(c). N = 1000 samples are employed per simulation level.
Darker curves correspond to higher simulation levels. The tolerance values are indicated. The
numerical values of each plot are obtained considering the mean of 50 independent runs of the
algorithm.
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Fig. 3. Results of the inference for the oscillator model for a duration of t = 3 seconds.
Left: scatter plot of posterior samples of θ for intermediate levels and the ﬁnal level (in blue). The
horizontal and vertical scale are normalized by a factor of 4π and 0.4π, respectively. Right: synthetic
signal response of the oscillator, together with the mean estimate of the ABC-SubSim approximation
and two percentiles.
where I2 is the identity matrix of order 2. The use of discrete-time input and out-
put data here is typical of the electronically collected data available from modern
instrumentation on mechanical or structural systems.
We adopt θ = {k, c} as unknown model parameters and denote by yl and xl the
vectors consisting of the actual and predicted response measurements at each t.
Samples of xl for a given input force time history {fl} and θ can be readily generated
by the underlying state-space model:
sl = Asl−1 +Bfl−1 + el,(4.10a)
xl = [1, 0]sl + e
′
l,(4.10b)
where el and e
′
l are error terms to account for model prediction error and measure-
ment noise, respectively. Since in reality these errors would be unknown, we use the
principle of maximum information entropy [19, 20, 6] to choose el and e
′
l as i.i.d.
Gaussian variables, el ∼ N (0, σ2eI2), e′l ∼ N (0, σ2e′) and so they can be readily sam-
pled. For simplicity, we adopt σ2e = 10
−2 and σ2e′ = 10
−6, taking them as known.
We call y = {y1, . . . , yl, . . . , y} the batch dataset collected during a total period of
time t = 
t, starting from known initial conditions s0 = [0.01, 0.03]T (units ex-
pressed in [m] and [m/s], respectively). In this example, the noisy measurements
yl are synthetically generated from (4.10) for the given input force history and for
model parameters θtrue = {k = 4π, c = 0.4π}. We also adopt a sampling rate for the
resulting output signal of 100 [Hz] (t = 0.01[s]) during a sampling period of t = 3[s],
and hence 
 = 300. We choose a uniform prior over the parameter space Θ deﬁned by
the region 0 < θi  3; i ∈ {1, 2}. Table 2 provides the information for the algorithm
conﬁguration.
The results shown in Figure 3 are very satisfactory in the sense that ABC-SubSim
can reconstruct the true signal with high precision with only a moderate computa-
tional cost. The posterior samples show that in Bayesian updating using noisy input-
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Table 3
Set of tolerance values used for comparing the sequential ABC algorithms established using
ABC-SubSim with P0 = 0.5.
Model 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
MA(2) (×104) 122 50.2 21.7 9.61 4.57 2.29 1.12 0.56 0.28 0.14
Oscillator 0.0117 0.0099 0.0082 0.0054 0.0040 0.0030 0.0024 0.0020 0.0018 0.0016
output data, the stiﬀness parameter k = 4πθ1 is identiﬁed with much less uncertainty
than the damping parameter c = 0.4πθ2. The normalized mean value over the set of
posterior samples corresponding to the smallest value of  is θ¯ = (1.00, 1.03), which is
very close to the normalized true value θtrue = (1.0, 1.0). (Even if the exact likelihood
was used, we would not expect θ¯ = θtrue because of the noise in the synthetic data y.)
5. Discussion.
5.1. Comparison with recent sequential ABC algorithms. In this section,
ABC-SubSim is compared with a selection of recent versions of sequential ABC algo-
rithms: ABC-SMC [11], ABC-PMC [5], and ABC-PT [4], which are listed in Table
1. The same number of evaluations per simulation level is adopted for all algorithms,
corresponding to 1000 and 2000 for the MA(2) and SDOF model, respectively. We
set the sequence of tolerance levels obtained by ABC-SubSim using P0 = 0.5 for the
rest of the algorithms (see Table 3). This was done because the recommended near-
optimal value of P0 = 0.2 (see section 3.1.2) for ABC-SubSim produced a sequence
of  values that decreased too quickly for ABC-PMC and ABC-SMC to work prop-
erly. We note that this nonoptimal choice of P0 for ABC-SubSim and the use of
its -sequence provide considerable help for the competing algorithms. The proposal
PDFs are assumed to be Gaussian for all of the algorithms.
The results shown in Figure 4 are evaluated over the intermediate posterior sam-
ples for each simulation level and were obtained considering the mean of 100 indepen-
dent runs of the algorithms, a large enough number of runs to ensure the convergence
of the mean. In this example, we focus on the number of model evaluations together
with the quality of the posterior. The left side of Figure 4 shows the accumulated
amount of model evaluations employed by each of the competing algorithms. Note
that each algorithm requires the evaluation of auxiliary calculations, like those for
the evaluation of particle weights, transition kernel steps, etc. However, this cost
is negligible because the vast proportion of computational time in ABC is spent on
simulating the model repeatedly. The number of model evaluations for ABC-PMC
and ABC-PT is variable for each algorithm run, so in both cases we present the mean
(labelled dotted lines) and a 95% band (dashed lines). In contrast, ABC-SubSim
and also ABC-SMC make a ﬁxed number of model evaluations at each simulation
level. Observe that the computational saving is markedly high when comparing with
ABC-PMC.
Regarding the quality of the posterior, we consider two measures: (a) the sample
mean of the quadratic error between θ¯ and θtrue, i.e., ‖θ¯j − θtrue‖22, as an accu-
racy measure, and (b) the diﬀerential entropy5 of the ﬁnal posterior, by calculating
1/2 ln |(2πe)d det [cov(θj)] |, as a measure quantifying the posterior uncertainty of the
model parameters. The results are shown on the right side of Figure 4. Only the last
four simulation levels are presented for simplicity and clearness.
5This expression for the diﬀerential entropy is actually an upper-bound approximation to the
actual diﬀerential entropy, where the exactness is achieved when the posterior PDF is Gaussian.
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Fig. 4. Left: Accumulated model evaluations per simulation level for (a) MA(2), (b) oscillator.
Right: Diﬀerential entropy (right-side of the y-label) of the intermediate posterior samples and mean
quadratic error between θ¯ and θtrue (left-side of the y-label). Both measures are evaluated for the
last four intermediate simulation levels: j , j = 7, 8, 9, 10. To be equivalent to ABC-SubSim, we
consider for the implementation of the ABC-SMC algorithm a percentage of alive particles α = 0.5
and M = 1 (see the details in [11]).
This comparison shows that ABC-SubSim gives the same, or better, quality than
the rest of the ABC algorithms to draw ABC posterior samples when  is small enough,
even though it used a smaller number of model evaluations.
5.2. Evidence calculation. In this section we show how the ABC-SubSim al-
gorithm can be applied to estimate the ABC evidence by taking advantage of the
improvements in parameter space exploration introduced by subset simulation. Ta-
ble 4 shows the estimated values of the ABC evidence obtained with the ABC-SubSim
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Table 4
Results of the estimation of the ABC evidence Pj (Dj |M) for the MA(2) and oscillator exam-
ples when using 4 diﬀerent tolerance values j , j = 1, . . . , 4, which are produced by the ABC-SubSim
algorithm with P0 = 0.2. The Standard ABC algorithm employing 200,000 samples is also used to
estimate Pj (Dj |M) as in (3.10).
Example 1: MA(2) Example 2: Oscillator
SubSim Standard ABC SubSim Standard ABC
(1 = 3.77 · 105) 0.2 0.2070 (1 = 0.0053) 0.2 0.2038
(2 = 5.58 · 104) 0.04 0.0412 (2 = 0.0023) 0.04 0.0397
(3 = 1.16 · 104) 0.008 0.0078 (3 = 0.0016) 0.008 0.0079
(4 = 2.25 · 103) 0.0016 0.0017 (4 = 0.0014) 0.0016 0.0016
algorithm (P0 = 0.2), which are computed using a total number of samples per simu-
lation level N equal to 1000 and 2000 for MA(2) and SDOF model, respectively. For
each value of j chosen adaptively by ABC-SubSim as described in section 3.1.1, we
also calculate the ABC evidence using the approximation in (3.10) with N = 200,000
samples per  value for the standard ABC algorithm (a large enough amount of sam-
ples for the approximation in (3.10) to be suﬃciently accurate). It is seen in both
examples that the results obtained by ABC-SubSim and standard ABC agree well.
These results suggest that if the well-known diﬃculties of the ABC model choice
problem can be adequately resolved, high eﬃciency can be obtained by employing the
ABC-SubSim algorithm for the ABC evidence computation.
6. Conclusions. A new ABC algorithm based on MCMC has been presented
and discussed in this paper. This algorithm combines the principles of ABC with a
highly eﬃcient rare-event sampler, subset simulation, which draws conditional samples
from a nested sequence of subdomains deﬁned in an adaptive and automatic manner.
We demonstrate the computational eﬃciency that can be gained with ABC-SubSim by
two diﬀerent examples that illustrate some of the challenges in real-world applications
of ABC. The main conclusions of this work are as follows:
(i) By its construction, ABC-SubSim avoids the diﬃculties of ABC-MCMC
algorithm in initializing the chain, as no burn-in is required.
(ii) In comparison with other recent sequential ABC algorithms, ABC-SubSim
requires a smaller number of model evaluations per simulation level to maintain the
same quality of the posterior as the other algorithms.
(iii) Together with ABC-SMC from [11], ABC-SubSim does not require the speci-
ﬁcation of a sequence of tolerance levels, which avoids tedious preliminary calibrations.
(iv) ABC-SubSim allows a straightforward way to obtain an estimate of the ABC
evidence used for model class assessment.
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